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Abstract: Need for information security and privacy is increasing in recent times. To ensure the secure transmission of
data, cryptography is treated as the most effective solution. Numbers of cryptographic methods are now available.
Traditional cryptography faces many problems such as difficulty in memorizing random keys and key storage in network.
DNA cryptography method is one of the important branch of information security and it also the combination of both
computer science and biological domain. This DNA computing technology introduces unbreakable algorithms and this
methods converts text, image, audio, video in to an encrypted form that is nuleotides form. The DNA nucleotides are
adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. This type of encryption utilise the large storage capacity of DNA and also the
features of DNA, the features means the properties that is high stability and durability of molecule, and less cost and
easily available. In t h i s paper, proposed a new method for providing security to the data in the form of DNA sequence.
The proposed method provides security at two level using spiral transposition and DNA sequence dictionary table.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This DNA cryptography is a new field in the area of
cryptography [3]. It is a combination of two domain i.e.
computer science and biological science. DNA is the basic
unit of all living organism. For understanding DNA
cryptography, the researcher must have the knowledge of
DNA. DNA is an abbreviation of Deoxyribo nucleic acid.
DNA was discovered by Friedrich Miescher in 1869 [1].
DNA consist of four nucleotides namely Adenine (A),
Thymine (T), Cytosine (C) and Guanine (G). The double
stranded complementary structure was discovered by
Watson and Crick. In this complementary structure adenine
pair with thymine and guanine pair with cytosine [2].
In DNA based cryptography the information are stored in
the form of DNA nucleotides. This cryptographic method
utilize the vast storage capacity of DNA, one gram of DNA
is known to store about 108 tera bytes of information. Like
all other storage device DNA also requires security, the
security for data in DNA cryptography is given in the same
way as security given to other storage devices. The DNA
cryptography provides security to the data in the form of

DNA nucleotide form. The information passed through the
network is encrypted by using DNA cryptography.
Traditional cryptographic methods can not fulfilled the
security requirements, but the DNA cryptographic method
fulfills the storage and security requirements. In this paper,
proposed a method that provide security at two level using
spiral transposition and DNA sequence dictionary table and
also give a brief literature survey about DNA cryptographic
method.
II. DNA C RYPTOGRAPHY
DNA cryptography is a new branch of information
security [3], and it is the combination of computer science
and biological domain. In DNA cryptography any data that
is text, image, video and audio information are converted
into DNA nucleotides that is adenine, guanine, thymine, and
cytosine. The DNA cryptography utilizes the features of
DNA. DNA cryptography is the most effective cryptographic
method compared to other traditional cryptography and
stenographic method. Paper study about one of the important
DNA crypto- graphic method, and analyze more about DNA
cryptography.
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A. Advantages

III. PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Silicon chip are used for making of microprocessors and
this silicon chip has reach their limits of speed so the chip
makers uses the new material increasing the computing
speed. DNA might one day be integrated into a computer
chip to create
a so called biochip that will push
computers even faster the other computing devices [5].
Advantages are:
•
•
•
•

Parallel Computing.
High storage capacity and light weight.
Less power consumption.
Fast computations.

To ensure the secure transmission of data, cryptography is
treated as the most effective solution. Numbers of
cryptographic methods are now available. Traditional
cryptography provides security through passwords, PINs,
token etc. But it faces many problems such as difficulty in
memorizing random keys and key storage. To overcome
these difficulties DNA cryptographic methods are used and it
has several advantages over traditional cryptographic
methods. DNA cryptographic method utilizes the vast
storage capacity of DNA and also the biological features of
DNA. Here, a method is proposed to implement a DNA
based cryptography that provides security at two level using
spiral transposition and DNA sequence dictionary table.
IV. RELATED W ORKS

B. Applications
The important applications are:
• String searching and comparison.
• Aggregate data release.
• Alignment of raw genomic data.
• Clinical use.
• Construction of one time password.
DNA based algorithms can be used in various fields such as
job scheduling for clusters, GPU applications etc

To study and analyze more about the DNA encryption
techniques, the following literature survey has been done. In
[9] developed a one of the DNA encryption method for
encrypting data, and it consist of different steps, they are
follows:
• The first step is to convert the data into binary form;
this binary conversion is done by using taking the
ASCII value of the data.
•

C. Basic comparison between traditional and DNA
cryptography
The table.1 shows the basic comparison between
traditional cryptography and DNA based cryptography.

•

The whole binary information is group into two bits.
These two bit are converted into DNA nucleotides.
In the next step group whole alphabets into group of

three letters (cordons) and convert these cordons
into amino acids.
And also store ambiguity numbers in a file, this is
important for decrypting original message.
• The important step is to encrypt the amino acid into
secret form by using playfair encryption method.
• The output of playfair cipher method to convert into
binary form by taking the ASCII value.
• The whole binary information are again group into
two bits. These two bits are converted into DNA
nucleotide. Finally store the resultant DNA sequence
in a text file.
In [10] authors proposed a new encryption method
based on DNA nucleotide. This method consists of four
phases. In the first phase information is first converted into
binary value, and then these binary forms are converted into
matrix format. In the second phase the matrix information
are converted into DNA nucleotide form that is adenine,
guanine, thymine, and cytosine form. In the third phase the
•

TABLE I
BASIC COMPARISON BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND DNA
CRYPTOGRAPHY

Parameters
Ideal System
Information
Storage
Storage Capacity
Processing Time
Performance
Dependency

Traditional
Cryptography
Silicon Chip
Based
Silicon
Computer Chip
1 gram Silicon
Chip Carries 16
Mega Bytes
Less
Implementation
and System
Configuration

DNA Based
Cryptography
DNA Chip Based
DNA Strands
1 Gram DNA Carries
108 Tera Bytes
High
Environmental
Conditions
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DNA sequence addition operation is performed, added
matrix is developed by using two Logistic maps. After the
addition operation matrix is complemented. The result of
complemented matrix is decoded; the decoded matrix is
encrypted by using Data encryption standard (DES)
algorithm and finally obtained the encrypted data.
In [11] authors developed another method for
encrypting data by using DNA nucleotides. In this
technique the security is obtained by using complementary
rules and randomly generated keys. There are sixteen
complementary rules. The keys and complementary rules
are generated by sender and it is send to the receiver. The
key is ten bit long and it is the combination of DNA
nucleotides. For every information used the separate
random key, the attacker cannot easily identify the keys so
security is obtained. In this method the information is first
converted into binary form, and then checks each binary
bit. If the binary bit is one, the complementary rules are
applied from left to right and if the bits are zero the
complementary rules are applied from right to left. After
this operation, obtained the encrypted text.
∀ ∈{

}

V. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
This proposed DNA based encryption method encrypts
information such as image, audio, video and text file into
DNA nucleotide forms and it provide security at two levels
⊕
first level at binary and second at DNA conversion. The
proposed method consists
as shown in Fig.1.
∈ {of 8 steps
}
A. Data
The data used for encryption is any form that is text,
audio, video, and image. These data can be converted DNA
nucliotide form, adenine, guanine, thymine and cytosine.
B. Binary Conversion
The data can be converted into binary form; the data can
be audio, video, image, and text. The all binary data are
group into block of 64 bits. These 64 bits of information are
converted into the 8*8 matrix form [6].

Fig.1 Process Diagram of Securing Data Using Spiral
Approach

C. Sub Key Generation
The sub key generation is an important part of DNA
encryption. The sub key generated from an encryption
password, which is super key. The super key is a 128 bit key.
Two sub keys are generated. These two sub keys are also a
128 bit, from that key, derive 8 numbers. The number is the
combination of 1 to 8 and it is used for spiral transposition.
Sub Key Generation is accomplished by using an algorithm
[7].
input := Ink, r
output :
= KEY, I 0, r-1
initialise := Stk, s0, s1.....s7, S0,S1 .......S7
K := Ink ⊕Stk
for i := 0 to r -1 do
x:= K<<<8
K 0 := x s(i mod 8)
K0 := b0 ——b1—— .... b15
where each bi, i 0,15 represents a byte
for j:= 0 to 15 do
B0:= S(i mod 8)(bj)
end for
KEYi:= B0——B1——. ... —— B15
K = KEYi
end for
return KEYi. ∀ i ∈ {0, r-1. }
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TABLE II
SAMPLE BIT STRING

Identifier

D. Spiral Transposition

Sample bit string each of 128 bits

s0

B9C6 A9EA B7E2 5FD6 9E86 369A 1856
EC4A

s1

AE98 5DFF 2661 9FC5 8623 DC8A AF46
D590

s2

CB5E 129F AD4F 7E66 780C AA2E C8C9
CEDB

s3

2102 F996 BAF0 8F39 EFB5 5A6E 3900
02C6

s4

3DD4 254E EBDC FE2B FF0C D7F7 F7BE
2DC2

s5

6BFA BF9F FFFE EFFD FECD 9DEF ED3D
EDFA

s6

BDFF 77FF FCFF BDF7 EFDF DFAF FF53
D9FF

s7

FDFE BBFC FAFF FFDF 47D6 D7FF 7FBF
E76E

The spiral transposition is done by using the generated
sub keys. The sub keys are generated from the super key.
The matrix information is used for spiral transposition; the
matrix information is the binary value of the original
message. Spiral transposition changes the position of bits in
the matrix. Two types of transposition done are row wise
transposition and column transposition [6]. Spiral
transposition changes the position of bits so it becomes
difficult for the attacker to guess the actual data.
E. Decimal conversion
The decimal conversion [6] is another step. This step
reduces the information size. In this step the result of spiral
transposed information are converted into decimal form.
This decimal information is used for DNA encryption. The
decimal information is replaced by DNA nucleotide format
from the DNA table. The decimal value can be generated
by taking the 8 bits of row or by taking the 8 bits of
column. The eight bit binary data gives the decimal value
ranging from 0 to 256.
F. DNA table creation

The sub keys are generated from super key (Ink). This
The DNA table creation [6] is an important portion of
algorithm used super key (Ink) and number of rounds r is
this proposed method. The DNA table consists of the
used as input parameters. The super key is a 128 bit
combination of DNA nucleotides. The DNA table is created
number, and number of rounds is two, because two sub keys
by using super key, each time super key is different, the
are generated. The generated sub keys are represented by
DNA table elements are different, so the attacker cannot
KEYi. For generating sub keys these algorithm uses some
parameters they are denoted by Stk, s0, s1.....s7 and S0,S1
easily identified the DNA table elements. The DNA table
S7. The Stk is a 128 bit string; this is generated by using
consists o f 256 combinations of DNA sequence
pseudorandom number generation. The s0, s1.....s7 are
information of length four.
sample bit strings each bit string is 128 bit and it is shown in
Table 2.4. These bit string are based on prime numbers. The G. DNA Encryption
This is the important step of this method. In this step
other variables used is eight S boxes they are represented as
the decimal information are converted into DNA nucleotide
S0,S1 S7 and these S boxes are 16x16 arrays.
format, which is adenine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine.
The algorithm operation is as follows [6]. First the
This is the last phase of the proposed encryption method. In
super key is bitwise xored with Stk, the output of this
this phase decimal data are converting into the DNA
operation is K, which is also a 128 bit string. The algorithm
sequence [6]. The DNA sequence are obtained from the
performs circular left shift operation of K by eight bits. The
DNA table, the DNA table are already created using the sub
output
of this generated is represented as a variable
key. The DNA table consists of 256 decimal numbers and
denoted by x. Next step is the bit wise operation of x and
their corresponding DNA sequence of length 4. These 256
the corresponding bit string. The result of this is stored in
variable k0. The k0 is then split into sixteen bytes and it is
DNA sequence is different depends on super key, each time
represented as b0 , b1,. . . , b15. These are used as an input
super key is different the DNA table information are
for producing output bytes B0, B1 B15. This output bytes
different. This step hides the encrypted binary information
are combined together to form sub keys. This same
into the DNA sequence.
operation is performed twice and to generate two sub key.
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H. Network creation
Network creation is one of the important parts of the
project; Number of nodes is created so a network is created.
Each time node is created the public key of the node is
broadcasted and all other nodes in the network know the
presence of new node and also know the public key of the the
new node created. If a node communicates with other node in
the network first encrypt the super key by using the public
key of the receiver with the help of RSA algorithm. Finally
send the encrypted message and encrypted super key to the
receiver.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION
Tools used to implement the proposed method are JAVA.
The messages are encoded in the form of DNA nucleotides
and exchange between sender and receiver using TCP, which
is implemented using two laptops connected to same network.
In this proposed method, the sub keys are generated by using
an algorithm and these sub keys are used for spiral
transposition and DNA table creation. The sub keys are
generated from super key and each time super key is different
the sub keys are different and DNA table are different, this is
one of the important part of the proposed method. The super
key is encrypted by using RSA algorithm with the help of
I. Super key encryption
public key of the receiver and sends the encrypted super key
Super key encryption is the important part of the to the receiver. The receiver decrypts the super key and
proposed method. The super key is encrypted by the sender decrypts the encrypted message
using the public key of the actual recipient with the help of
VII.
CONCLUSION A ND F UTURE S COPE
RSA algorithm. At the receiver side the receiver decrypt the
The proposed DNA cryptographic method encrypts data
super by using the private key of the receiver. The attacking
possibility is reduced here because the super key in the form of DNA nucleotide, adenine, guanine, thymine, and
cytosine format. The DNA encryption does not use the
encryption.
complex biological functions of DNA for encrypting data. The
J. Decryption
one of the important disadvantages of traditional cryptographic
Decryption phase is the important portion of this method are storage, DNA cryptographic method can overcome
proposed method, in this phase the original message is these difficulties and store vast amount of data. In this method
recovered from encrypted message. In this phase the keys are dynamically generated from super key likewise DNA
receiver receives the encrypted message and encrypted super table is also created dynamically, this is one of the important
key. The receiver first decrypts the super key by using the advantages, so the attacker cannot easily identify the keys and
private key of the receiver with the help of RSA. The super DNA nucleotides. The difference between the traditional and
key is retrieved back and from the super key creates a sub DNA cryptography clears the importance of the DNA
keys using an algorithm already used. This sub keys are used cryptography. In future an algorithm can be designed for DNA
for reverse operation of transposition. The DNA table is also based cryptography, and also in future, will study the attacks
created by the receiver from the sub keys. In the decryption possible on the DNA cryptographic algorithms and on the
phase operation the encrypted form of the messages that is proposed method also.
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